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$9.7 million spent on Harrison Hall 
BY MIMI LIU 
I attributing writer 
Renovations to Harrison 
Halt, and the construction of 
its annex, will make available 
new classroom and office space 
tor several departments cur- 
rently housed in the Modular 
Buildings. Construction on 
the existing structure and 
addition started in December 
2003 and will be finished in 
the spring of 2005, according 
to Fred Hilton, director of 
Media Relations. 
Facilities that will be locat- 
ed in the renovated building 
include the school of com- 
munication studies, school 
of media arts and design 
(SMAD), Institute of Technical 
and Scientific Communication 
(TSC), the university writing 
program and offices of the 
College of Arts and Letters, 
said George Johnson, SMAD 
department head. 
About 24,000 square feet 
of space was added to the 
54,000 square foot build- 
ing to make room for these 
departments. More than $9.7 
million will be spent on reno- 
vanons, Hilton said. 
The renovations of 
Harrison Hall will include a 
large auditorium and televi- 
sion studio for the students. 
Already, the rooms in the 
Modular Building and trailers 
are not enough to house every- 
one, according to Johnson. 
"They're tight," he said 
of the lack of classroom 
space. "The lecture class- 
rooms are always taken up 
from 9 in the morning until 
9 at night. There is no room 
to expand." 
Although the SMAD 
department sacrificed a 
computer lab in the pro- 
cess, Johnson still is positive 
about "more flexibility in the 
number of lecture rooms" in 
see HALL, page 5 
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Harrison Han will hous* an ssdrtlonal 24.000 square fast for classroom* and offlcss. 
Chemistry/physics building to make room for new lab equipment, additional lab research 
BY MIMI LIU 
contributing writer 
The new chemistry/physics 
building will be completed by the 
beginning of next semester, and 
will open in the fall of 2005. 
Construction on the new 
chemistry/ physics building, 
also known as A3A, began in 
September 2002. Dr. David 
Brakkc, dean of the College of 
Science and Mathematics and 
main supervisor for the project, 
expects the building to be fin- 
ished in December or January. 
Move-in will not occur until 
spring 2005. A3 A will open its 
doors to students in time for fall 
2005 classes. 
TheCollegeCenter, Health and 
Human Services and Integrated 
Science and Technology build- 
ings will house any remaining 
science classes that currently are 
in Miller Hall. 
Brakke says that there also is 
a chance an A3B building will be 
built, which would house geologi- 
cal/biological science, earth sci- 
ence and environmental science. 
According to chemistry depart- 
ment head Donna Amenta, A3A 
will consist of three-and-a-half 
floors, including the basement. 
The building will be utilized 
for instructional and individual 
laboratories and faculty offices. 
Tentative plans also have been 
made to purchase new pieces of 
lab equipment. 
Chemistry and physics classes 
currendy are scattered among Miller, 
Moody, Taylor and Burruss Halls. 
Physics department head Steve 
Whisnant said, "The combination 
of new faculty and new equip- 
ment that we expect to put in the 
new lab rooms will take the qual- 
ity of teaching to the next level," 
Whisnant   said.   "Physics   and 
>hemistry are going to become 
more visible departments. We're 
really taking a step forward for 
both departments." 
Besides faculty members, JMU 
students also will benefit from the 
new building. This includes more 
opportunities for students to con- 
duct lab research and gives more 
space for new lab equipment. 
Brakke said, "This is a facility 
that is as good as the faculty we 
have here. We've recruited some 
absolutely outstanding people, 
and (the A3A building) might 
even help us recruit more students 





BY RACHANA DIXIT 
contributing writer 
Mold was discovered in the 
College of Integrated Science 
and Technology Modular 
Building this summer. 
"The mold was caused by 
excessive humidity condens- 
ing on cool surfaces," said 
Gary Shears, senior mechan- 
ical engineer for Facilities 
Management. "The specific 
incident was exacerbated 
by a sudden rise in rela- 
tive humidity in the area as 
a result of high outdoor 
humidity, coupled with the 
shampooing of the carpets 
in the hallways conducted 
on Aug. 17." 
It also was reported that 
the mold potentially could 
have caused allergic reactions 
in some faculty members. 
"Some individuals located in 
the affected area of the build- 
ing complained of respira- 
tory distress," Shears said. 
Respiratory distress causes 
hay fever-like symptoms. 
The mold growth was 
found above ceiling-mounted 
HVAC (air condinoning) 
diffuser vents in some offices, 
and on some shelved books on 
the first floor of the building. 
Shortly after the mold 
was discovered, the area 
was closed off for cleaning, 
which interfered with some 
faculty members' schedules. 
"It impinged on faculty who 
were coming back to pre- 
pare for their classes," said 
Eva McMahan, the school 
of communication studies 
department head. 
George Johnson, school of 
media arts and design depart- 
ment head, said, "The mold 
problem has been occurring 
off and on over the past 
couple of years. In 2003, 
another case of mold was 
found on the second floor of 
the Modular Budding, where 
see MOLD, page 5 
UREC offers rape defense 
Rape Aggression Defense info meeting today at 6p. m. 
BY STEPHANIE STRAUSS 
staff writer 
Starting this month, students can 
enroll in a rape prevention pro- 
gram offered by the JMU Police 
Department. 
The Rape Aggression Defense pro- 
gram is comprised of self-defense tac- 
tics and techniques, according to Jill 
Zagora, UREC coordinator of Group 
Fitness and Wellness. It is a comprehen- 
sive course for women that begins with 
awareness, prevention, risk reduction 
and avoidance, and progresses to the 
basics of hands-on defense, she said. 
"The course is designed to teach 
about laws, protective equipment and 
actual hands-on defense drills so that 
women can feel safe in any situation," 
Zagora said. 
"While we encourage women to 
avoid traveling alone, some situa- 
tions cannot be helped. Therefore, if 
they were to encounter a dangerous 
environment, they will have the skills 
and knowledge of how to react to 
protect themselves." 
Sgt. Peggy Campbell of the JMU 
Police Department will lead the RAD 
course. "Not only does the class 
teach women about the physical skills 
needed to defend themselves, but it also 
empowers women," Campbell said. 
The RAD approach emphasizes 
that risk awareness, risk reduction, 
risk recognition and risk avoidance are 
90 percent of self-defense, according 
to Campbell. 
-*<  
I feel that this class is 
something that every woman 
and teenage girl should take. 
-SgL Peggy Campbell 
JMl Nice Depanroeni 
  99  
"I feel that this class is some- 
thing that every woman and teenage 
girl should take," Campbell said. "By 
teaching this class I'm giving women 
choices. I'm teaching a life skill." 
Many student reactions to the upcom- 
ing RAD program have been positive. 
"I'd definitely take a class that was 
tailored specifically to defend myself 
see MAD, page 5 
CS-L encourages student involvement 
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More than 70 non-profit agencies provide work 
BY MARIA NOSAL 
contributing writer 
Community Service-Learning 
gives students different ways to help 
serve the local and international 
community through Alternative 
Spring Breaks, service fairs and an 
office full of resources. 
CS-L encourages students to do 
service for the community by link- 
ing academic learning objectives 
with intentional service experi- 
ences, promoting personal growth 
and development and developing 
a lifelong commitment to service 
and civic involvement, according 
the CS-L. 
"I enjoy being able to get out 
in the community and experience 
Harrisonburg as it is," said senior 
Mandy Woodfield, disability 
services coordinator. "It's really 
a diverse community with caring 
people who truly appreciate JMU 
students' efforts to help the non- 
profit agencies' efforts." 
More than 70 non-profit agen- 
cies work with CS-L to offer stu- 
dents service-learning opportunities 
in the Shenandoah Valley, as well 
as internationally. These agencies 
allow for students to get involved 
with aging services, disability ser- 
vices, early and elementary educa- 
tion, hunger and housing and well- 
ness and environment programs. 
Through CS-L, students can 
get involved, in Alternative Spring 
Break, which offers opportunities 
for students to work with both 
national and international com- 
munities. Each year, CS-L and ASB 
organize 26 trips, giving about 250 
students the chance to experience 
service in other countries such as 
Dominica, Jamaica, Bahamas, the 
Dominican Republic and Mexico. 
"It was my best experience 
at JMU," said senior Michelle 
Moravec, coordinator of ASB. "I 
made close friends and did wonder- 
ful service at the same time. ASB is 
great for the person who doesn't 
feel they have a place at JMU, it 
really opens you up to more service 
in your life." 
CS-L also holds a national/ 
international service fair informing 
students of ways to do long-term 
service after graduation, such as 
the Peace Corps. 
"CS-L gets students out of the 
JMU bubble and prepares them for 
see CS-L, page 5 
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CAROI W WA -<nv senior photographer 
GEAHY Cox/senior photographer 
Jan* FreaUn performs "WtOspef", a dance routine the 
choreocraphed, as part of the Naw Danca Festival 2004 
belnc held Sept 2 and 3. 
CORRECTIONS 
In the Aug. 30 issue of The Breeze the term 
'peer-to-peer' should have been attributed to 
•P2P\ 
In the Aug. 30 issue, The Breeze mis-identified 











BY AMIR POONSAKVARASAN 
staff writer 
Property damage 
A decorative pole light on University Btvd was damaged on Aug. 29. The light had been broken off and was found lying on the 
ground with exposed wires. 
Number of parking tickets issued since Aug. 19:1,801 
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 19:11 
DUKE DAYS Events Calendar 
Thursday, Sept 2 
Teams interested in intramural volleyball can register Sept. 2 at www.jmu.edu/recrealion. Team rosters must include 
ail players' PeopleSott numbers and pay the $20 torteit bond on FLEX. The bond will be returned if it is not used. 
Friday, Sept. 3 
Applications for Freshman Class Council and the Student Government Association minor elections are due by 5 p.m 
Sept. 3 to the SGA office in Taylor Hall, room 203. All students interested in serving on the Student Senate should download an 
application from sga.jmu.edu. 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. will hold their 3rd Annual Choose Your Flavor Auction: International Delicacies on Sept. 
3 at 9:13 p.m. in the College Center Ballroom. This date auction will feature men and women from all over Virginia JAC Cards 
will be accepted. 
Sunday, Sept. 5 
UREC will be hosting a women's climbing afternoon from 1 to 3 p.m. at the UREC climbing wall. Women can hang out. 
climb or have fun with just the girls no guys-allowed. Women can register the day of the event at UREC. 
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Tropical storm causes floods 
Richmond was hit by Tropical Storm 
Gaston's torrential rain on Monday. 
See story below 
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Parking lot doted to 
•ecomodtte construction 
The parking spaces locat- 
ed behind Steele and Zirkle 
Houses in parking lot "I 
South" will be closed begin- 
ning this week until Oct. 1. 
The closure will allow 
room for a contractor to work 
during the demolition of Steele 
House to accomodate a new 
performance arts centre 
Anyone with ques- 
tions should contact Frank 
Viscomi, project manager, at 
x 8-3692 or Parking Services 
at jmu.edulparking. 
Applications available 
for Council, SGA Senate 
Applications now are 
available for Freshman 
Class Council and student 
government minor elections. 
All interested in serving as a 
voting member of the SGA 
Student Senate should 
obtain an application from 
the SGA Web site, sga.pnu. 
''da. and return it to Taylor 
Hall, room 305, by Sept. 3. 
Freshman Class Council 
positions include the offices 
of president, vice president, 
treasurer and secretary. 
Off-campus students 
may run for Senate scats 
from the colleges. On-cam- 
pus students should see their 
hall directors about repre- 
senting their residence halls. 
For more information, visit 
the SGA Web site. 
IMI:Wii!ir-« 
Man found in suitcase 
was shot to death 
VmONlA BEACH—The 
sister of a man whose remains 
washed up in three suitcases 
off the Virgnia coast said her 
brother eked of gunshot wounds 
to the head and chest 
The dismembered body 
of William McGuire, 39, 
washed up in the Chesapeake 
Bay in early May in his own 
matching luggage. 
McGuire was last seen 
alive by his wife on Apt 
29, when he left the couple's 
Woodbndge, N.J., apartment 
in the middle of the night 
after an explosive fight. 
Nancy Taylor, the victim's 
sister, quesnons the lack of 
FBI involvement. "How can 
the FBI say that it wasn't 
an interstate crime when he 
was last seen in New Jersey 
...and his body was found in 
Virginia?" she asked. 
ACROSSTHE         
■ I III'liLM 
UREC offers belay and climb workshops for students 
thrw out terror conviction 
WASHINGTON, D.C — 
The Justice Department is 
asking a judge to throw out 
the convictions of a suspected 
terror cell in Detroit because 
of prosccutorial misconduct, 
j dramatic setback for the 
administration's war on ter- 
ror on the eve of President 
Bush's re-election pitch at the 
GOP convention. 
In a late Tuesday night 
riling, the department told 
U.S. District Judge Cierald 
Rosen it supports the 
Detroit defendants' request 
for a new trial. 
TheJustice Department's 
decision came after a 
mimthslong investigation 
uncovered several pieces 
of evidence that prosecu- 
tors failed to turn over to 
defense lawyers before the 




Students prepare to climb the UREC climbing wall by putting on harnesses. A UREC employee 
checks to make aura all the equipment la secure before anyone start* to cNmb. 
BY KATIE ODOWD 
contributing writer 
University Recreation 
held its first two-hour Belay 
and Climb workshop on Aug. 
26, 27 and 29 and Sept. 1 as 
part a new program to help 
students learn how to belay. 
"Belaying, or holding one 
end of the rope for the climb- 
er, is a skill you need to use 
the wall," said Steve Bobbin, 
coordinator of adventure 
programs and marketing. 
The program teaches stu- 
dents belaying techniques, 
how to tie knots, the roles and 
communications involved in 
climbing and an overall in- 
troduction to climbing. 
"We cover the rules of 
belaying, as well as the com- 
mands and hazards," said se- 
nior Kate Pazdan, an adven- 
ture assistant who has taught 
the belay and climb work- 
shops in the past. 
UREC conducts one or 
two workshops a week at the 
beginning of the school year 
for all interested students. 
"The class is about being 
able to utilize the wall to its 
full potential," Bobbin said. 
After the clinic, students 
can take wnnen and physi- 
cal skills tests to determine 
whether or not they are 
ready to belay with out in- 
structor supervision. 
The wrinen test can be tak- 
en immediately after the class, 
but students have to wait two 
days to take the practical 
exam to maintain new skills 
and allow practice time. 
After passing the test, 
students can belay without 
the help of UREC staff. 
^*  
Belaying, or holding 
one end of the rope for 
the climber, is a skill 
you need... 
-Steve Bobbin 
coordinator of adventure programs and 
marketing 
 >? — 
"Once you've passed 
the test, you can belay for 
friends and use your skills 
in outdoor climbing," said 
sophomore Adam Ruhland, 
adventure assistant. 
Last year, 5,000'people 
used the climbing wall at 
UREC, according to Bobbin. 
There is a $5 fee to join 
the class and students can 
sign up for a specific date at 
the welcome desk in UREC. 
UREC supplies shoes and 
harnesses. Students do not 
need to be experienced climb- 
ers to use the wall, or take 
the workshop. 
Storm's floods devastate 
Richmond neighborhood 
BY STEPHANIE STOUOHTON 
Associated Press 
Giant bites were taken 
out of roads where the 
earth had given way to 
rushing water beneath the 
concrete. A quiet intersec- 
tion disappeared into a 30- 
foot sinkhole, with cars, 
twisted pieces of fencing 
and part of a front yard 
lying at the bonom. Resi- 
dents were left homeless, 
earless and jobless. 
As Richmonders became 
aware of the full scale of the 
damage caused by Tropi- 
cal Storm Gaston's torren- 
tial rains on Monday, the 
slow cleanup process in the 
city's Shockoe Bonom dis- 
trict continued and many 
business owners wondered 
when, and if, they would be 
able to reopen again. 
"I have a sick feeling in 
my stomach about thii," 
Dirk Graham, owner of 
Bonoms Up Pizza, told 
The Richmond Times-Dis- 
patch. "I am trying to be 
upbeat and positive about 
it, but it is difficult." 
Flooding touched off 
by the remnants of Gas- 
ton left at least five people 
dead in Virginia on Tues- 
day and devastated a his- 
toric Richmond neighbor- 
hood that was the heart 
of the Confederate capital 
during the Civil War. 
Dozens of cars that had 
been carried off by the rag- 
ing floodwaters were strewn 
about Shockoe Bottom's 
low-lying streets, which 
were streaked with mud 
and littered with bricks and 
other debris. Numerous 
businesses and apartments 
set FLOOD, page 7 
Dump truck crashes into Tenn. 
hamburger stand, killing woman 
BY WOODY BAIRD 
Associated Press 
A tractor-trailer truck 
rolled into a hamburger stand 
in Memphis Wednesday, killing 
a woman and injuring at least 
four others, authorities said. 
The crash occurred about 
10:40 a.m. after the driver 
parked his IS-wheel dump 
truck in a lot on a hill above 
the Rally's Hamburgers res- 
taurant and walked down to 
place an order. 
"The truck got free, start- 
ed rolling down the hill and 
struck the Rally's," Memphis 
Fire Department Deputy Chief 
Donald B. Kuhn said. 
As the truck rolled about 
25 yards toward the restau- 
rant, its driver was in a line of 
customers waiting for service 
at a walk-up window. 
"It almost ran over him 
too," Kuhn said. 
The woman, whose name 
has not been released was 
dead at the scene, trapped be- 
tween the truck and a car in 
the drive-through line. 
Kuhn said his rescue crews 
had to use large inflatable bags 
to separate the vehicles. It was 
about 50 minutes before the 
victim's body was freed from 
the wreckage. 
A pregnant 14-year-old girl 
and two men were injured and 
sent to local hospitals, Kuhn 
said. Police said none of those 
injuries were crincal. 
The truck driver also suf- 
fered minor injuries to his 
left arm but wasn't sent to 
the hospital. 
Police Inspector B.E. 
Todd said two of the victims 
ended up under the truck. 
Two adults and two children 
in the car struck by the truck 
weren't hurt. 
The driver told police he 
set the emergency brake before 
leaving the truck. 
"It's supposed to hold," 
Todd said. "Now why this one 
rolled we don't know." 
No charges have been filed 
but Todd said "the whole in- 
vestigation is pending" and 
police will be examining the 
truck to try to determine why 
it rolled away. 
Witness William Ross was 
in the parking lot where the 
truck was sitting and saw it 
start to roll forward. He esti- 
mated it was only going a few 
miles per hour but began to 
speed up just before hining 
the restaurant. 
"They just scattered," Ross 
said of the customers. 
None of the employees at 
Rally's, a 1950s theme chain 
restaurant with drive-through 
service and outside seating and 
dining, was in)ured. They de- 
clined to comment. 
Cheney takes convention stage 
said in an interview with The 
Associated Press. 
To suggestions by Demo- 
ctats that he and other Bush 
campaign advisers secretly 
were orchestrating some of 
the anti-Kerry ads. Rove said, 
"My response is those guys 
ought to stop drinking from 
that swamp. The fevers are 
getting to them." 
As the Republican con- 
vention entered its third 
day, Kerry was in Nashville, 
Tenn., speaking to the same 
American Legion gathering 
that Bush addressed the day 
before. Noting that Bush 
had said earlier in the week 
that the terror war could not 
be won, Kerry said, "With 
the right policies, this is a 
war we can win." 
In a television interview 
that aired Monday, Bush said 
the terror war couldn't be 
BY TOM RAUM 
Associated Press 
Thousands of people 
formed a symbolic unemploy- 
ment line stretching three miles 
from Wall Street to Madison 
Square Garden on Wednes- 
day to protest President Bush's 
economic policies as Vice Pres- 
ident Dick Cheney prepared to 
tell Republicans that Demo- 
crat John Kerry suffers from 
"confusion of conviction." 
Bush's chief strategist, Karl 
Rove, said the Bush-Cheney 
campaign asked a federal 
court in Washington to force 
.HI end to political ads by out- 
side groups known as "527" 
organizations. Such ads have 
criticized Kerry's military ser- 
vice in Vietnam and also at- 
tacked Bush on a variety of is- 
sue, most notably the decision 
to wage war in Iraq. 
"We want all |such| ads 
and activities to cease," Rove 
Cab firm expands to meet student's needs 
CHRIS I AH/JlAi, r phiiUfraphtr 
see CONVENTION'. m' 7 
ABC Cab expanded the tint week of classes. Aug. 23, by adding eight can to Its fleet of 
two. n also added a radio dispatch system to Increase Its service to 24 hours a day, so 
that students can gat a ride any time of the day. The extra eight cabs will bring the total 
number of cabs operating In Harrtaonburg to 35. The other 24-hounve-day cab service la 
Yellow Cab. There also are about six smaller companies operating In Harrtaonburg. The 
cfty la discussing regulating the taxi Industry. 
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Barber Shop & Styling Salon 
$6.00 Haircuts 
Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights, 
Foiling, Comrowing and Waxing 
• We Accept Flex 






Sat 7:00-2:00 __--■ 
434-4844 
33 West, Harrisonburg 
Directly across from Rockingham New Holland 
Leeking for fun? 
Stop into 
THE BULL PEN 
Baseball & Softball Batting Cages 
2  18-hole Mini-golf Courses 
New Enlarged Arcade 
2 Go-kart Tracks 
Also Try Our NEW Arcade in Valley Mall 
540 433 2243 
$1 OFF 1945 Dayerle Ave.        $1 OFF 
WITH THIS AD Harrisonburg WITH THIS AD 
signature service 
oil change: $28.99 
- $5.00 with jaccard 
$23.99 
ube 
No appointment necessary 
FREE top off on your way home 
National database keeps a 
history of your jiffy lube service 
1870 EAST MARKET STREET 
across from valley mall 
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801 
(540) 433-8599 
Gr%*ymmttli bmk! 
Avoiding every mirror you p*Mt It your meoVine 
cabinet bummf with pilh and looont that promtted 
to dear yout acne, bul are rneflecbvet 
>o.£M the old remedfe* your parents used to 
try. *nd take a took at a brand new. breafc- 
through medical device thai jell to the root o( 
your acne problem  The Oearlight tywern 
break* tie barrier and detaroyi the moat 
common bacteria cawing your acne 
OelAi^r 
A MEADOWCREST E.N.T. 
C. Wayne Gates, M.D. 
(540)433-9399 
(S66) 617-9399 (TbUPhn) 
3360EmmwMRotd 
H«m*onbuij. VA 22801 
The most convienent thing since the TV dinner. 
Advertising with The Breeze 
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540-568-6127   +  www.thebreeze.org   +  the_breeze@jmu.edu 
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RAD: Students 
may enroll for 
Mon., Fri. classes 
RAD, from page 1 
against rape or sexual 
assault," senior Mary 
Bikowski said. "Just from joke 
wrestling with my guy friends 
I see how males are naturally 
stronger than females. I have 
taken kickboxing classes 
through UREC in the past 
partly to prepare myself in 
case something like this did 
happen." 
Students may enroll in 
a Monday night class that 
runs from Sept. 20 to Oct. 
18, or a Friday afternoon 
class that runs from Sept. 17 
to Nov. 19. The registration 
fee for the Monday class is 
$20. Students may enroll 
for the Monday class by 
contacting Sgt. Campbell at 
campbema. The registration 
fee for the Friday class is 
$25. Students may register 
for the Friday class at the 
UREC information desk. 
Students interested in what 
ihe RAD program will entail 
are encouraged to attend 
RAD 101, an informational 
session today from 6 to 7 p.m. 
at UREC instructional room. 
For more information about 
the RAD program, visit www. 
rad-systems.com. 
CS-L: JMU offers 
diverse programs 
for service-learning 
raj ham nmmt 1 dents the chance to make the CS-L. fro  ptgel 
for a world they are going 
to lire in," CS-L adminis- 
trator Rich Harris said. "In 
Harrisonburg, there are 41 
languages spoken and over 35 
ethnic groups. Working with 
such diversity allows students 
to understand that as a world 
we're all the same, giving stu- 
 
world a better place." 
Students can get involved 
with CS-L by visiting the Web 
site at www.jmu.edu/csl to 
look at the different programs 
offered or by going to the 
CS-L office in Wilson Hall, 
room 204, to be placed in an 
agency for the semester. 
MOLD: Modular 
cleaned by Waco 
MOLD, from page 1 
the school of media arts and design is located. The situatior 
was rectified shortly after. They replaced all the duct work or 
the second floor over Winter Break [last school year)." 
The mold that was found about two weeks agt 
was cleaned by Waco Incorporated and monitored b) 
Comprehensive Environmental Strategics Incorporatec 
Aug. 20. Establishing a negative air pressure and ther 
using disinfectants and sanitizers cleaned the mold out ol 
the area. To prevent the mold from resurfacing, new ducti 
and dchumidifiers were installed. 
"We don't know what kind of mold it is, but we wouk 
like to find out to see if it poses any threat," SMAD profes 
MM Dona Gilliam said. 
HALL: Harrison to 
include four levels 
HALL, from pegel 
Harrison Hall. As a result, 
SMAD and communication 
classes no longer will be locat- 
ed in the Modular Buildings 
following the expansion and 
renovation process. 
The renovation project was 
part of a Virginia bond refer- 
endum passed in November 
2002. It granted $900.5 mil- 
lion for universities and colleg- 
es to improve their educational 
facilities, according to Media 
Relations. 
JMU was one of the recipi- 
ents of this referendum and 
received $99.9 million, the 
largest amount of any other 
university or college in the 
state, according to Hilton. 
"We presented a bunch of 
projects that we felt were impor- 
tant," Hilton said. "Of course 
everything couldn't go on (the 
project list), but we were for- 
tunate to end up with a high 
amount of funding." 
Harrison Hall will include 
four levels, including commu- 
nication studies on one floor, 
SMAD on another and TSC 
and the writing programs 
on the remaining two floors, 
Johnson said. 
"I think it's great that the 
school is having a new place 
for the SMAD and communi- 
cation majors to go to," sopho- 
more Jennifer Hunter said. 
Hilton said that this reno- 
vation project will "change 
the face of the university dra- 
matically." 
That's HOT*. 
•See H'Burg's Hot List in JMU's first enter- 







1 coupon per person.   ] 
Expires 9/13/04. 
Harrisonburg store only J 
Buy One 
Cone or 
|   Cup and 
Cet One 
Free! 
■ (Waffle cones .50 extra) 
1 coupon per person. 
Expires 9/13/04. 
J Harrisonburg store only 
Joe's Towing & Recovery LLC 





Contact Joe Rice 540-607-0137 
24 hours a day 
ames McHone 
/\//   Triathalon s 2nd Annual Donut 5K 
Saturda) September^ 2004 
another $100! 
Show up wearing a James McHone T-shirt to be in the running. 
TAMES ffrcHoNE 
^ anciaue iesvelrv tiq j w y
Don't hove a t-shirt? Call 433- 1833 
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Community Coalition on Alcohol Abuse: 
A Harrisonburgi Rockingham Countyi 
& James Hadison University Partnership 0ammuilltyoo.utto«i 
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FLOOD: Gaston ravages Richmond 
FLOOD from page 3 
were flooded. A brick building had 
collapsed onto several vehicles. 
City officials closed off 20 blocks 
of the lively restaurant and bar district 
— or about half of the historic area — 
near the James River, declaring them 
off limits until the buildings can be in- 
spected to make sure they are safe. 
Richmond City  Manager Calvin 
Jamison said damage to the city's infra- 
structure alone could top $15 million. 
"The devastation to a lot of 
the businesses in Shockoe Bottom 
is overwhelming," said Gov. Mark 
R. Warner, who walked through 
the muddy streets Tuesday to sur- 
vey the aftermath. 
Warner said he would ask 
Washington to declare a state of 
emergency, making residents eli- 
gible for federal aid. 
Most of the buildings in the low- 
lying district are two- and three-story 
brick structures, some of which date 
from before the Civil War. 
A floodwall built in the 1990s pro- 
tects shops, restaurants and homes, but 
it was designed to hold back the James 
— not a sudden deluge from the sky. 
GOP: Protestors descend on New York 
GOP, from page 3 
won. He amended the comment in 
his speech to the American Legion, 
saying it could be won. 
Kerry's appearance Wednesday 
broke a tradition in which presiden- 
tial candidates have refrained from 
campaigning during the other party's 
convention. He used the occasion too 
again criticize Bush's Iraq policy. 
"1 would never have gone to war 
without a plan to win the peace," 
Kerry said. 
In New York, anti-Bush demon- 
strations continued. Thousands of 
protesters waving pink fliers read- 
ing "The Next Pink Slip Might Be 
Yours!" formed a line from Wall 
Street to the convention site. The 
peaceful demonstration came a day 
after police struggled to contain 
swarms of protesters, eventually ar- 
resting nearly 1,000 demonstrators. 
Inside the convention hall, dem- 
onstrators disrupted a Republican 
youth gathering shortly after Bush's 
twin daughters left the stage. 
Jenna and Barbara Bush intro- 
duced White House chief of staff An- 
drew Card. As he began speaking, 10 
protesters sitting in the crowd jumped 
up and began blowing whistles and 
chanting "Bush kills." 
WANTED 
NEWS INTERN 
inquire within: breezenews@hotmail.com 
Apply by September 9 
SPRING SPECIALS 
Full Set 





French Manicure  
American Manicure. 
Airbrush Design  
S20&UP 
S13&UP 
S10 Paratin Wax Included 
...$18 With toot spa 
$8 
 Ask tor price 
Salon For Ladies & Genllemen 
Hours: Mon.-Wed  lO.im - 8pm 
Thurs.-Sat. 9am-8pm. Sun. 1tam-5pm 
In Town Center. Behind Valley Mall 
801-8070 
Walk Ins welcome 
Gill Certificate* available 
WE ACCEPT LOCAL CHECKS 
& ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 




se Steakhouse & Sushi Bar 
Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare. 
from appetizer to entree, your delicious 
dinner at authentic teppan vakl tablet. 
540.574.4901 
Sun-Thurs. 11 am-10pm 
Fri&Sat 1lam-l1pm 
829 E. Market Street, Harrlsonburg. VA 
MM* 
SKYDIVE!     [Hometown Music 
\tf 
EASY ONE DAY FIRST 
JUMP COURSE! 
And a staff dedicated to keeping you and 
your fellow JMU students skydiving at 
SKYDIVEORANGEI 
GIFT CERTIFICATES! 
JMU STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
(877) DIVE-SKY 
Giiiuim, AMPS, DRUMS, PA AND Moei  -  www.homtlnwnmusic.net 
WWW SKYDIVFORANGE.COM 
  Coupon  
Save 10% off wdtftor- 
price on any purchase. 
Miilnum faotnt $50. May not ht 
iffM to uk priest, iriwr offsn or 
d'lteeuitt or ifftWd It layawtyi. 
Expires Sikirit, 9/11/04 
HAIR 
Beware! 
If you'd like to 
remove some hair — 
'Cause it's okay 'up here' 
but nor 'right rhere' — 
Well, now there's 
permanent hair reduction, 
Without the time 
or painful production! 






of unwanted hair. 
For a consultation, call: 
If MEAPOWCREST E.N.T. 
teJAsgkv"r%M"»ai ISmUt 
C. Wayne Gates. M.D. (5401433-93W 
(W*)6I7-93W (Toll t-ree) 
3360 Emmaui Road 






434-4159 • 2990 S Main Strut rWr Mon-FrilO-6; SaiTO-5 
LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT... 
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH! 
1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North| 
3171 SMainSt(RT11 South) 
1926 Deyerle Ave (Behind Valley Mall) 
1041 W Market St (RT33 West) 
(540) 433-5800 
www.miraclecarwashonline.com 
Services may vary by location 
LESSON r>2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY! 
The card is FREE 
Every 6" wash is tree 
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with ID) 
See attendant or on the web at www miraclewssncard com 
<^f|p 
** 
THE PUB    4320610 
Your Concert Destination 
* Sat - Post Game Reggae Party 
' WED 8th - Midnight Spaghetti 
(Spaghetti Meal at Midnight) 
FM 10th-Souled Out 
[Guaranteed or your money back] 
* WED 15th- Carbon Leaf ml Avon Bros. 
Starting TUES Sept 7th - Kitchen Is open until 3 KM 
-YeurlateMiiht Place to Eat" 
We Accept JMU Flex 
dsttiepubcem 
LESSON OX SPOT FREE RINSE ■ LESS WORK ■ MORE PL A Y! 
Want an easy way to 
reel in your customers? 
Place an ad in The Breeze. 
call 568-6127 
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Everyone must 
be ... supportive of 
male victims. OPINION Where have all the chicken wraps gone? 
HOUSE    EDITORIAL 
Rape a concern for both genders 
University Recre- 
ation will sponsor Rape 
Aggression Defense 
workshops for campus 
women, one on Mon- 
day, Sept. 2 and then 
every Friday beginning 
Sept. 17. These work- 
shops are much-needed 
— we're all familiar 
with the statistic that 
one out of every four 
women will be sexually 
assaulted by the time she 
graduates from college. 
While the workshop 
provides a valuable ser- 
vice, it is also guilty of 
an oversight. The class 
only is open to wom- 
en, despite a less well- 
known statistic — one 
of every eight men will 
be sexually assaulted by 
the time he graduates. 
The importance of 
self-defense cannot be 
underestimated in an 
area when police have 
issued warnings that the 
Charlottesville rapist, a 
serial rapist on the loose 
for the last eight years, 
was sighted and may 
be operating in a wider 
territory. While walking 
in groups in well-lit ar- 
eas and other standard 
safety practices are im- 
portant, knowing how 
to defend yourself can 
help a potential victim 
control and escape from 
dangerous situations. 
Many women believe 
they   are  safe  and  al- 
ready take the necessary 
precautions. But even 
if they are fortunate 
enough to never need 
the training, attending 
a self-defense class can 
increase self-esteem and 
self-confidence, to say 
nothing of the obvious 
physical benefits. Every 
woman on campus se- 
riously should consider 
attending one of the two 
RAD classes or any of 
UREC's other self-de- 
fense classes. 
Unfortunately, there 
is no RAD program tar- 
geted at men, despite the 
alarmingly high statis- 
tics. Worse, there is an 
even darker stigma that 
surrounds men who are 
sexually assaulted or 
raped, leading to a low- 
er reporting rate than 
that of women. 
Male sexual as- 
sault is a reality and 
the JMU community, 
while praiseworthy 
in its actions through 
organizations such as 
1 in 4 and Take Back 
the Night, must work 
to raise awareness and 
generate support for 
male victims of rape 
and sexual assault. 
Perhaps it could begin 
with an initiative to 
criminalize male rape 
— according to Virgin- 
ia state law a man can- 
not be raped. This lack 
of legal  recourse  for 
male victims is archaic 
and disturbing. 
The true problem that 
any effort to raise the 
awareness of male vic- 
tims is the victim himself. 
It is not socially accept- 
able for a man to admit 
to being sexually abused 
and this code of silence 
greatly hinders any effort 
towards building a stron- 
ger support community 
of male victims. It is im- 
possible to help someone 
who is unknown. Male 
victims must be made 
aware that they are not 
alone and that they can 
come forward and re- 
ceive the comfort and 
support they need. 
Everyone must be as 
aware of the dangers 
men face and be sup- 
portive of male victims 
— victims who face 
the same psychological 
traumas as their female 
counterparts — as they 
are of female victims. 
Both crimes are the 
same. The RAD pro- 
gram is important and 
hopefully will continue 
beyond the two sched- 
uled workshops. It fits 
well into the established 
women's safety initia- 
tives and groups on cam- 
pus, but these should be 
translated into similar 
organizations for men 
so that both genders can 
work together to provide 
for a safe community. 
THE SOAPBOX 
Missing Duke's wrap cause outrage 
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"To the press done, chequered as His with abuses, the world i 
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I was so excited to come 
back to JMU. There was the 
anticipation of seeing my 
best friends and roommates, 
the freedom of no parents, 
expanding my brain with in- 
telligent and hopefully useful 
knowledge and last, but not 
least, the famous chicken 
wraps of PC Dukes. But wa't 
a hot second — where have 
all the chicken wraps gone? 
The freshmen definitely 
are missing out on some- 
thing sweet. The chicken 
wrap was exquisite. Let me 
describe to you the chicken 
wrap goodness — 1 am that 
passionate about this cause. 
It begins with a steaming hot 
tomato wr.ip. chock full of 
delicious black beans, Mexi- 
can rice, succulent chicken, 
sour cream, and cheddar 
cheese. OK, I was just a bit 
obsessed with these things. 
They were portable, healthy, 
tasty ana tilling, i am dis- 
turbed that they no longer 
are with us. 
In all seriousness, I hope 
I am not the only one who 
has noticed how thrifty our 
school has gotten with the 
food. Not only are chicken 
wraps gone, but also there's 
an additional 39 cent charge 
for pretzel rolls from the 
deli, no Duke Deal at Sbarro 
and the inability to create 
your own salad at Festival. 
According to ARAMARK 
it "... works proactively to 
understand what's important 
to students, both in regard 
to preference and beliefs." 
Correct me if I am wrong, 
but I believe that we prefer 
chicken wraps and free pret- 
zel rolls. ARAMARK has 
rights to have control over 
the food service aspect of 
our school. Being that they 
have no competition, they 
have the power to control 
what is served, at what price, 
ana wnen n is ,iv.uumi-. ine 
company maintains to focus 
"... on what students have 
told us that they want. * 1 re- 
ally don't think anyone told 
ARAMARK to build the new 
what-they-consider-a-burri- 
to stand at Dukes. Also, AR- 
AMARK changes according 
to the desired tastes of the 
incoming freshmen, accord- 
ing to the company. Does 
that mean that one of you 
freshmen requested a nasty 
burrito stand instead of my 
old standby? Probably not, 
but it was fun scaring you 
anyway. 
Because of this personal, 
very trivial example, I am a 
liberal and therefore not a fan 
of large corporations such as 
ARAMARK. I personally 
think that big businesses are 
disgusting and not necessar- 
ily bettering our nation and 
school. ARAMARK doesn't 
do the best job of keeping its 
set WKATS. pagr 9 
BREEZE PERSPECTIVES 
Changes invite range of emotions 
BRIAN GOODMAN 
contributing writer 
Whether this is your first 
time invading Harrisonburg, 
or you've been here longer than 
chicken processing, it is worth 
noting the ways in which JMU 
is different from last May. 
For example, the ground- 
skeepers have fallen into the 
habit of compulsively watering 
the grass, and much of the side- 
walk, as we make our way to 
class. I suppose there are worse 
ways to remind us to shower. 
At least watching the people 
attempt to circumvent the wa- 
ter is entertaining, considering 
I missed the Olympic sprinkler 
dodging competition last week. 
On-campus residents will 
have noticed the presence of 
a new fire marshal. Actually, 
many didn't notice until they 
received IDOCs for daring to 
have extension cords or outlet 
expanders in their rooms. 
Under the new policies, 
residents effectively are pro- 
hibited from printing, making 
coffee, and looking at the clock 
at the same time. Most likely, 
one of the three appliances is 
unplugged for fear that the 
cozy concrete walls will burst 
into brilliant white flame. 
And don't even think about 
fans. If you do, you'll have to 
unplug your fridge. These new 
policies, which reduce our 
electrical consumption to that 
of a Mennonite farming com- 
munity, both are trivial and 
disadvantageous. 
Speaking of trivial and 
disadvantageous, never fear 
— parking Services has not 
changed a bit. Actually, that's 
a lie. They did convert R6 
Lot, on the edge of the Vil- 
lage, into a "HOV Commuter 
Lot," providing the answer to 
a question no one asked. 
Keep an eye out for a 
minivan loaded with students 
thanking the parking atten- 
dants patrolling that little 
wart of a parking lot like a gu- 
lag. Then go watch paint dry. 
If they really want to sweeten 
the carpooling pot, they're 
going to need more than 18 
parking spaces to do it. 
Beyond that, however. 
Parking Services refreshingly is 
familiar. The permits still are a 
downright obscene amount of 
money. And you must perma- 
nently stick these permits to 
your car with the extra-hold 
super glue adhesive on the 
permit itself. They kindly pro- 
vide a torture device-like ra- 
zor for removal, which looks 
as safe to take to my glass as 
a sledgehammer. If you scotch 
tape the permit, you will be 
fined, which proves once and 
for all that, yes, Parking Ser- 
vices does have a fine for ev- 
erything. 
There have been other 
changes as well. The construc- 
tion in the Bluestone area 
should be as lauded as the 
worsened traffic on Port Re- 
public Road should be con- 
demned. And there is a serious 
problem with the fact that one 
must call ahead and place res- 
ervations at D-hall if they actu- 
ally want a seat on a Monday. 
But all the ranting in the 
world would not adequately 
cover all of the change our 
campus has seen since May. Be 
looking for other changes as this 
year goes on. Some will make 
you laugh, some will make you 
cry and some will make you 
want to choke something with 
your illegal extension cord. Just 
sigh, grab your umbrella, and 
take a nice stroll. 
Brian Goodman is an tin- 
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E-mail darts and pats to 
breezedfru*holmaU.com 
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A "sorry-you-had-to-wait-so-long-for- 
your-food" pat to the great girl who left 
me a tip on an extremely stressful night, 
even (hough I was the cashier. 
From an overworked, underpaid, 
but happier cashier at a certain off-cam- 
pus eatery. 
A "way-to-show-your-JMU-spiril" pat 
to the two guys riding around the Quad 
on a scooter, playing the fight song with a 
trombone and singing along off key. 
From a sophomore girl who needed 
a smile after a long day of studying and 
classes. 
A "you-are-a-jerk" dart to the fresh- 
man who thought that he was better 
than the girls al JMU simply because he 
was male. 
From a senior girl who is happy 
that the broke her middle finger on your 
jaw when you needed a swift punth 
A "way-to-ruin-our-decorations" dart 
to the people who stole condoms from 
our wall and proceeded to have sex in 
our roommate's bathroom. 
From two junior girls who hope the 
thumbtacks didn. leave any holes. 
A "why'd-the-tuitle<ross-the-road" 
dart to the "grieving friend" who let their 
pet turtle loose in the parking lot and then 
blamed others for her negligence. 
From the confused girls who are 
sorry for your loss, but wonder why your 
Ralphe was loitering in the parking lot. 
A "thanks-for-noticing" dart to the 
girls who stopped in the middle of the 
sidewalk to chat with their friends, forc- 
ing a bike rider to run me over. 
From a junior whose favorite shirt 
now has bike handle imprints on it. 
OPINION 
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WRAPS: Symptom of larger disease 
WRAPS, from ante 8 K O  f pag  
cliental satisfied. I wish Amer- 
ica wasn't such a capitalis- 
tic society. It may be a good 
thing for our economy now, 
with promoting competition 
and keeping prices relatively 
low,■but it could be detrimen- 
tal to our world later. If only 
there was a way to limit the 
amount of places for which 
ARAMARK could prepare 
the food. It still would pro- 
mote competition, but it also 
would allow other companies 
to actively participate in busi- 
ness and not go under. 
I may come across posses- 
sive and ridiculous. Though 
my favorite food no longer is 
served, this is just a small self- 
ish fraction of a huge picture. 
The lack of chicken wraps 
only is the beginning. This is 
a problem that is sweeping 
the country. Small businesses 
are more concerned about the 
satisfaction their customers 
received while big businesses 
arc only concerned about one 
thing: money. If big businesses 
were more conscientious about 
the satisfaction of their custom- 
ers and the success of smaller 
companies, I wouldn't be so 
bitter. Nevertheless, something 
needs to be done about it and 
the way I am doing something 
is to complain annoyingly that 
my favorite food no longer ap- 
pears at our university. 
Katie Austen is a sopho- 
more SMAD major. 
LETTER    TO    THE    EDITOR 
Love not game of 'deceit' 
Geary Cox's Sex in the Suburbs column in 
the August 30 edition of The Breeze was oddly 
disturbing. He writes about how he knows bet- 
ter; if you haven't experienced any of the anec- 
dotes that be gave, you will sometime. 
To imply that deceit and lies are part of the 
game of love is rather sad. Even though my 
own relationship ended a few months ago. I 
can't say I'm bitter or pessimistic. I utterly 
was heartbroken at the sudden impact of no 
longer being loved, and angry about how I was 
blown off for several weeks before the official 
breaking up occurred. Yet even in the wake of 
these powerful negative emotions. 1 am still 
in awe of the innocence and purity of love. I 
can't imagine how words such as "deceit," 
"lies" or even "game" can even be associated 
with love the emotion. 
I also can't exactly be sure what the point 
of Cox's article is. The title talks of deceit in 
love. The subject is a few anecdotes that are 
supposed to reaffirm Cox's fear of honesty, 
emotion and guilt. Cox ends the story with the 
implication that we're too afraid to have decent 
relationships How can Cox argue that, when 
he draws on a few wayward examples from his 
uncommitted friends? Incidentally, we're also 
only in our early 20s. Some would argue that 




Modem foreign language/biology major 
The Breeze 
study   in 
LONDON 
for  Spring  2005 
"IWr APPLICATIONS   DUE 9- 
Friday,  September  17,  2004,   by Spm 
to  the  Office  of  International   Programs 
at   1077  South  Main  St. 
ONLY 2 SPOTS  LEFT! 
.elf li e r e | 
FOR  APPLICATION   INFORMATION,   VISIT: 
http://www.jmu.edu/international/ibroad/ forms _jmu_semester_fall_spring.shtml 
OR CALL oIPi (540) 568-6419 
_pw Prices -   Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best FOQ 
| HI China Express 
1 Free Delivery (540) 568-9899 
or-,       A .    . Sun-Thu until 1am 
■*.   Flex Accepted & Fri-Sat until 2am 
Super Combo 
SC1    Chicken Broccoli 
SC2   Pork, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mem 
SC3  Sweet and Sour Chicken 
SC4  Sweet and Sour Pork 
SC5   Moo Goo Gai Pan 
• SC6   Chicken with Garlic Sauce 
•SC7   Hunan Chicken 
SCO   Pork with Mixed Vegetables 
SCO   Mixed Chinese Vegetables 
• 8C10 Hunan Vegetables 
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts 
• SC12 Kung Pao Chicken 
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken 
SC14 Almond Chicken 
• SC15 Hunan Beel 
SCI6 Pepper Steak 
SC17 Beef with Broccoli 
• SC10 Szechuan Beet 
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce 
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables 
• SC21 Hunan Shrimp 
SC22 Triple Delight 
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken 
SC24 Sesame Chicken 
SC2S Four Seasons 
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein 
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables 
• SC20 Orange Flavored Chicken 
* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste) 
only g;fij) 
All come with 
Sweet and Sour Chicken 
Spring Roll 
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice 
and choice of soup: 
Wonton. 
Egg Drop. 
or Hot and Sour 
and don't forget.. 
25c Cheese Wontons 
(M 2 with $15 purchase) 
LMC* Sywal $3.95 ana1 up 
China Express 
1031 Port Republic Rd 
Menu, Specials and Map Found On 
GoLookOn.Com 
*on 'f*°i 'Mon - p°°d isaa ■ saouj MOT '/won '/won - pooj 
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JoHn'Around 
Yo' Mama! 
Yo mama is so hairy, when she gave birth, you got rugburn. 
Yo mama's so fat, when the cops see her on a street corner 
they yell, "Hey you guys, break it up!" 
Yo mama is so bald I can see what she's thinking. 
Yo mama is so dirty she has to creep up on the bathwater. 
The only difference between your mama and a washing 
machine is, after you drop a load in the washing machine, it 
doesn't follow you around! 
Yo' mama's lips so big, she can whisper in her own ear. 
Yo' mama so dumb, she waited at a STOP sign until it said 
GO! 
Yo' mama cooks so bad, your family prays after they eat! 
Yo mama is so ugly that when she worked at the bakery 
they dipped her face in the batter to make animal cookies. 
-courtesy of www.jokes.com 
SUPER CROSSWORD 
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8 Jaffeof "Ben 
Casey" 
II Implored 
15 Married Mile 




22 Mare's morsel 
23 Doris Day 
refrain 
24 Stan of a 
remark 
27 Exhausted 
29 Move like mad 
30 Discernment 
31 Hosp. area 
32 Acclaim 
35 Like wormwood 
36 Part 2 of 
remark 
42 Stance 
43 Khartoum's river 
44 Herber of football 
45 Carnivorous plant 
48 Euclid's home 
52 Liverwurst or fruit 
cake 
53 Emulate Aladdin 
55 Present for pop 
56 Must-haves 
57 Underneath 
59 City near 
Montpelier 
61 Beardless dwarf 
62 Heiss on the ice 
63 Heraldic garment 
64 Scavullo apparatus 
67 Psychic Geller 
68 Cruel treatment 




75 "The Chosen" author 
76 With 61 Down. 
"Jurassic Park" star 
77 Swab 
80 High rails 
81 Obligation 
82 California city 
84 It's hardly aesthetic 
87 Opportunity to 
overeat 
r~ 1 1 i I il w ■s B" IT- 1 












ill no Ii7 
i§ ,„ <»t> IH 
89 One of the 
Osmonds 
90 Summer stinger 
91 Part 3 of remark 
95 Dwell 
98 Pansy part 
99 Actress Munson 
100 Modify 
101 Part of MP 
102 Uneven 
108 End of remark 
113 Cartoonist 
Goldberg 
114 Menu phrase 
HSGodown 
116 Ruin 
117 Tennis pro 
Nastasc 
118-Aviv 
119 Curtis of 
"Spartacus" 
120 Oyster's home 
121 Tofu base 
122 Litigated 
DOWN 
1 To boot 
2 Chicken - 
3 Memo start 
4 Within view 
5 Dennis, for one 
6 Solar - 
7 Bee flat? 
8 "- Duke" 
("77 song) 
9 Deciduous tree 
10 2001. to Tiberius 
11 Braid 
12 Like a wet noodle 
13 Diva Marlon 




17 A great composer? 
20 Cassidy or Koppel 
25 Coal carrier 
26 Restaurant freebie 
28 "- the season   .." 
32 Sicilian smoker 
33 Tai - (martial art) 
34 Emulate Pinocchio 
35 William of 
"Hopalong 
Cassidy" 
16 Petite pest 
37"-Marleen"('81 
film) 
38 Away from the wind 
39 Gender 
40 "Jude the Obscure" 
author 
41 Spring flower 
42 Deere thing 
45"-#l"C6l hit) 
46 Pianist Claudio 
47 Acts catty? 
49 Arctic jacket 
50 Sherpa site 
52 "Alice" spin-off 
54 Eliot's "Adam -" 
57 Ehud of Israel 
58 Estrada or Satie 
59 "Le Pere Goriot" 
author 
60 Competent 
61 See 76 Across 
62 King canine 
63 Pageant prop 
64 Poirot's concern 
65 Plentiful 
66 Timid 





75 Cop's target, for 
short 
76 Glasgow girl 
77 Saharan nation 
78 Algerian seaport 
79 Sudden pain 
81 Health measure? 
82 Comic Mort 
83 - -di-dah 
85 Basketball's 
Patrick 
86 Most melancholy 
87 Suitable 
88 LAX letters 
91 Put the metal 
to the metal 
92 Rita of The King 
andl" 
93 Vigor 
94 Playground game 
95 Morocco's capital 
96 Boxer Griffith 
97 George of "Just 
Shoot Me" 
98 Loony Lee 
101 Flutist Herbic 
102 Nobelist Andric 
103 Journalist Jacob 
104 "Armageddon" 
author 
105 Berg opera 
106 Rose lover? 
107 Oliver of 
"Gladiator" 
109 "Blame It On" 
('84 film) 
110 Wheel pan 
111 Chemical ending 
112 Find the sum 
Care to go .mag 
a teti) ? 
Only 10 minutes from Campus! 
SPECIAL JMU RATES!!! 
MoatVttWalWaysuWlpn SofurJe^. Sunday * HofiJay* .j> lpa> 
SlTiu^fc* 820IUI^IU. 
$23 Rife, R* $30RU-,IU. 
ANYTIMERATEt 
Monday* thru Frkfayj 
$23G~,IW 
S39Gr^MfW*C«ri 
Sahjrdatjj, Sundau* & Hofiilau* 
S50Gr«.,PM 
$44Gr«^IUa'C<irt 
PLAY PACK SADDLE 
THE ULTIMATE QOLF EXPERIENCE! 
WWW.fACKtADDIX.MnT 
269-6/88 • * 
* 
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Students rally together 
to fund raise for an important cause 
Story by contributing writer Courtney Allen • Graphics by art director Jenny Chanthapanya 
1-J   icture for a moment walking into a rural medical clinic 
•*■    in Africa and seeing a few dozen beds filled with children, 
all of whom are infected with the HIV virus. Now picture all of 
those beds empty. It is difficult to envision because unless the 
fight against AIDS continues, those beds never will be empty 
— another child will inhabit the bed as soon as the previous oa*^ 
is gone. Student Partnership 
Worldwide, an organization 
dedicated to tackling environ- 
ment and health issues in rural 
Africa and Asia, is ready to put 
an end to this all-too-familiar 
"full house" scenario. 
"Imagine a world where no 
child dies of malaria or young 
person contracts HIV/AIDS, 
all children have access to safe 
drinking water and education 
equips girls, as well as boys, 
with what they need for life," 
SPW said. This is the type of 
world SPW believes is possible. 
It works daily to close the gap 
between these dreams and real- 
ity. With the opportunity to 
make a difference through vol- 
unteering, campaigning, engag- 
ing and supporting SPW, juniors 
Thomas Anderson and Stephen 
Ogletree could find no reason 
not to become involved. 
The growing number of 
AIDS cases concerning young 
children who arc contracting the 
virus from their mothers at birth 
or where the virus was being 
intentionally spread to healthy 
infants gave me a reason to get 
involved, Anderson said. So he 
and Ogletree put their efforts 
together and, with support from 
SPW, will be heading up various 
events throughout this month 
to stress the importance of not 
giving up the fight against AIDS 
while fund raising for the cause. 
This is an issue that relies on 
continual support in order to 
finance the search for a cure; 
therefore, the battle against it is 
never ending. 








someone else out other than ourselves," Ogletree said. "This is a 
good way for JMU students to get involved and get educated." 
Aside from attending the events, students and organizations still 
can become involved by supporting the events. Several campus 
organizations already have stepped up to the plate, including the 
:k Student Alliance. 
The BSA will be sponsoring 
a car wash on Sept. 11. It also 
will bring in a speaker later 
this month to advocate AIDS 
awareness. "The BSA feels that 
our mission statement supports 
participation in these events," 
said senior Morgan Dye, presi- 
dent of the BSA. There is quite 
an exciting line up of events 
to look forward to, especially 
the Playstation Tournament 
in Transitions Sept. 18. 
Participants could win a $100 
prize and a chance to play the 
Mayor of Harrisonburg. 
All the funds from these 
events will be going directly 
to SPW. The money then will 
be distributed to six clinics in 
South Africa to provide educa- 
tion and medicine to children 
and young adults suffering 
from, or in danger of contract- 
ing the HIV/AIDS virus. Local 
businesses, such as Hair Place: 
A Touch of Class, also are 
getting involved by offering 
monetary support. It is amaz- 
ing how much just a little effort 
from one person can make, 
said Anderson and Ogletree. 
Just imagine what a difference 
a whole campus could make. 
If you are interested in 
becoming involved in Student 
Partnership Worldwide, check 
out its Web site at www.sgw. 
org talk to Ogletree at ogletrs 
or 435-6234 or Anderson at 
truthmag@yahoo.com or 746- 
6039. Also, to sign up for the 
Playstation Tournament, make 
sure to contact Anderson at the 
information above. 




Skating Party at Fun Zone 
Family Rollerskating Rink 
Kickoff party sponsored 
by Pupurseria 
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WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE! 
HOUSTON OTEP 










Back to Basics 
THETHRIUS 
Let i Bottle Bohemia 
OLD CHOW 
MEDICINE SHOW 
O.C M S 
PHI GAMMA DELTA X> 
SINCE 1848 
1  r~\     What do Johnny Carson, Calvin Coolidge, 
V^ I   Jack Nicklaus, Brian Griese, and John Ritter 
have in common with 145,000 other men 
across America? 
A •   Membership in a fraternity steeped in 






Lost & Found 
VELVET REVOLVER 
Contraband 
WE MY TOP DOLLAR 
FOR YOUR OLD CDS, 
DVDS, VHS VIDEOS 
AND VIDEO GAMES, 
SO BRING  EM IN! 
434-9999 
KROGER SHOPPING CTR I 
1790-96 E. Market St. M3 NEW t USED CDs • IPs VWYl • CASSETTES DVD • VMS • BOOKS CASH FOR YOUR MUSIC! 












o^' Breakfast All Day 
Breakfast Burrito 
e|f». ham. dieddar cheeae. lomain. A onion 
Breakfast in a Wrap or Kaiser Roll 
«M'. bacon, cheddar cheeac. avocado, lomaio, 
A mayo 
Veggie Wrap 
e|I». Cheddar clwie. aaaaait, ,„«, p^,, 
rod onion, veeiw cream cneoe. A Thai uuce 
Egg A Cheddar Cheese on a Bagel or Croissant 
add bacon or sausage 
Taylor Ham. Egg 4 Cheese on a Bagel 
Bagels 





before 11 a.m. 
exp. Sept 30th J 
60(\niversity Blvdr" 
«3-286 
Mon   -f^^^rrT8O0 p m 
Si! ^tc- /00pm 
Sun 10:00 am.   7O0p.m 
■   eafiefSMBW 
More than just a fruit 
1 Baking with bananas 
brings tasty alternative 
«•• itory, MK 14 VARIETY 
BY NICOLE MARTORANA 
contributing writer 
Founded last September, JMU's record label, 80 
One Records, is ott to a strong start, said sophomore 
Jeremy Pnredes, University Program Board director 
of media and public relations. After a successful 
release of UPB's compilation CD, "Hors D'oeuvres," 
at the end of last semester and plans for the upcoming 
months, there appears to be cause for celebration. 
The purpose of 80 One Records is to "bring 
exposure to JMU artists and provide music 
industry experience to JMU students," said senior 
Joel Mills, director of label promotions. "The goal 
is to he very hands on." 
Sophomore Sean Branigan, director of artists 
and repertoire, and Mills manage 80 One Records 
and are two of 17 members on the University 
Program Board's executive board. 
The music industry department at JMU pro- 
vides the equipment, studio space and time necessary 
to record the premier CD for 80 One Record's first 
recording artist, sophomore Nathaniel Baker, Mills 
Midi "|Thf music industry department] has been very 




That support is crucial, especially now as Baker 
prepares for the late September release of his CD, 
"Between the Lines." "Everything is being handed to 
me,1 Baker said. "[The label does] so much for me. I 
honestly couldn't ask for anything better ... it's really 
something that's almost just too good to be true." 
Branigan and Mills, along with the 80 One 
Records board, have many plans for the artist. 
Everything from a publicity street team to 
distribution through online independent CD 
retailers were discussed in Monday's meeting. 
Among the most notable plans are CD distribution 
through Plan 9 Music stores and press packets to 
be sent to other Virginia universities. 80 One then 
hopes to book a college tour for Baker throughout 
the state. "One of our goals for the year is to get 
local and national recognition," Mills said. 
Students interested in getting involved with 
the label have many opportunities to do so. 
Committee meetings, held at 7 p.m. Mondays on 
the fourth floor of Warren Hall, are open to all 
JMU students. The label always is accepting demos 
from new artists as well. The only requirement for 
applicants is that solo artists are JMU students and 
groups are at least 50 percent JMU students. 
For more info, check out 80 One Records' Web 
site at upb.tmu.edu/80one. 
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He was an openly gay person who was 






BY MO HAFEZ 
contributing writer 
"Angels and Demons" covers all 
the bases — an ancient brotherhood with 
intentions on world domination, an evil 
ploy to depose of the Catholic Church, 
a new scientific discovery gone awry 
and a ticking nuclear time bomb hidden 
deep below Vatican City. 
Now that I've got your attention, 
there's something you should know 
about Dan Brown's prequel to "The 
Da Vinci Code" which was written after 
"The Da Vinci Code" — not before. 
I thoroughly enjoyed "The DaVinci 
Code." Some readers criticized the novel 
for supposed claims about the ruthless- 
ness of the Catholic Church and the life 
of Jesus Christ and Mary Magdelene. 
However, 1 enjoyed the novel for its bril- 
liant mix of history and fiction. 
The novel's well-researched 
topic made for an interesting read and 
religious sects, secret societies and the 
Holy Grail made for an adventure of epic 
proportions. Its hero, Robert Langdon, 
inspires thoughts of Indiana Jones with 
his perfect mix of brain, brawn and 
appetite for adventure. 
Brown's "Angels and Demons" 
reads like a novel ripe for a movie script 
adaptation, not unlike "The DaVinci 
Code." Brown's prequel is filled with 
fantastic history and lurid fiction. The 
novel's antagonist is none other than the 
world famous [llunnn.iti secret order 
(conspiracy theory buffs now should 
be drooling with excitement), which 
are threatening its ancient enemy, the 
Catholic Church, with a new scientific 
weapon of mass destruction. Once 
again, Langdon finds himself solving 
ancient puzzles to uncover clues that 
will lead him on the path to the secret 
of the Illuminati. 
The Illuminati, an ancient 
brotherhood of scientists, was persecuted 
by the Catholic Church for going against 
religion and advocating for science. 
But Langdon is fighting the clock and 
— much like the latest blockbuster 
suspense thriller in the movie theaters — 
the reader will find this novel gripping 
and fast-paced as it thrusts him or her 
face first into the action. 
The narration of the story is 
impressive as it jumps from perspective to 
perspective, showing us everything that's 
going on in short, but gripping, spurts. 
Brown's flair for suspense leaves the 
reader itching to turn the page. Though 
the plot may not take any unexpected 
twists and turns, it still leaves the reader 
guessing to the very last chapter. With 
the removal  of controversial  material 
— the Catholic Church is portrayed in 
a little better light — this should make 
an interesting read for anyone with a 
fancy for thrillers, historical fiction or 
simply a fun read. 
fmpMn camay <y UPB 
Kayak Roll Clinic Faculty Poster Exhibit Late Night 
Just Thursday Recital Get out the Vote Open mic night 
Sept. 2 Monday present through Thursday and 
Out! 
8 to 10 p.m. September 6 September 21 Friday 
$5 
8 p.m. 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. on weekdays 
10:30 p.m. 
to 2 a.m. 
UREC Wilson Hall Taylor Down 
Auditorium Sawhill Gallery Under 
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Go bananas for some 
healthy, easy recipes 
BY HALI CHIET 
contributing writer 
America loves bananas - in fact, it seems 
the yellow fruit captures the No. I spot 
on America's favorite food list. The aver- 
age person eats a whopping 33 pounds of 
bananas per year. Harvested daily, bananas 
are available year-round. 
Over 4 million tons are imported into 
the United States every year from central 
and South America. 
The banana is one of the oldest fruits 
discovered during Alexander the Great's 
conquest of India in 327 B.C. 
This popular fruit did not make its way 
into the United States until Spanish explor- 
ers arrived in the new world. In 1516, the 
first banana roots were transported and 
planted in the Caribbean. 




duced at the Philadelphia Centennial 
Kxhibition, where individual bananas were 
wrapped in foil and sold to spectators for 
only ten cents. 
Nutritionally, bananas are low in calo- 
ries and contain no fat, cholesterol or 
sodium. The fruits arc an excellent source 
of fiber, vitamin C and potassium. Not only 
are bananas healthy, but each provides an 
excellent source of energy as well. 
Here arc some easy and delicious recipes 
involving this nutritious and delicious fruit. 
Not Yo' Mammas 
Banana Pudding *Y 
American ice once was simple, not flashy 
Ingrrdtf n(s ,** *"■!£.'"■ 
til 
tap 
I oj NtSart (run dm*. Nftmd 
14 u m imt—i. tmtKttl rdl 
Lew me bottom ol a liiM-ndi aih -ft or* bat oi cookies u4 la/er 
banaaas oa tot   In a bowl, combat At nit ud teoanf, rrn aW bind 
•el using 1 handheld Heroic mntf Dung another bowl combm the cream 
cheese and condensed m* together wd ma untj smooth, fold the otupped 
topping into the crtim dime lombmition. Add ftt cream cheese matvre to 
ftt puoat. main and tor until wtMeaM Pbw ftt moon om ftt 
(Mkm mi baam aad cow with 
ftt rtmM! coot*! 
Wnftratt unti ready to serif 
ivjm IS* \ 





tnfrfaltms:    I *r, njt. pMnt Mwa taara 
W « fMfffk F-a 
II a* taw hi m*> pf" 
M*,mmtvim.mmnmml 
tjfdM 
Break banana into small pieces and put in the blender 
with pineapple juice, yogurt, and strawberries  Secure 
lid and Mend until smooth.   Divide shake between two 
glasses and serve. 
Ir>trt«.nf*   a ii Whit pnaat ham. 
1 thos km baa ar 
m-mti ftxt kwad 
Spread peanut tuner evenly on one lade of each piece of bread. 
Sice banana in i/4-mch sires and place on one piece of bread 
with peanut butter. Banana sheet should be dose together, and 
covet one   side completely (uauaty nine shoes). lop w* the other 
slice of bread   Heat butter in pan on medium neat Place 
sandwich m pan and brown for approximately three to eve 
minutes, or until golden brown. Add two ounces of butter to die 
pan, tip sandwich to other side and continue cootone for two 
Mo five minutes, until fokkfl brown 
or until peanut butter s melting. 
:ut into Quarters and serve very hot/ 
BY SAMANTHA CRITCHELL 
Associated Press 
NEW YORK - This 
might come as a shock to to- 
day's hip-hop generation, but 
American bling hasn't always 
been so bright and flashy. 
In fact, American jewelry's 
claim to fame is its sporty 
simplicity — the same trait 
that put American fashion on 
the map. 
In a major museum ex- 
hibit focusing on the legacy of 
U.S. jewelry, visitors to "Mas- 
terpieces of American Jewelry" 
can see 210 necklaces, brooch- 
es and even cigarette cases that 
reflect a nation's humor, pa- 
triotism, pastimes, landscape 
and sophisticated high style. 
All were made in this country 
between the late 18th century 
and the 1980s. 
Many art forms focus on 
their creators, but the jewelry 
is unique because it also in- 
dicates the tastes of consum- 
ers, said Ralph Esmerian, a 
fourth-generation dealer of 
precious stones and the cura- 
tor of the American Folk Art 
Museum exhibit. 
A large aquamarine and 
ruby "belt-buckle" necklace 
created in 1940 by Paul Fla- 
to for Linda Porter, the wife 
of legendary composer Cole 
Porter, is an example of how 
Americans appreciate a simple 
design that's embellished with 
a touch of whimsy instead of 
blinding diamonds, as if it had 
been a European piece, Esme- 
rian said. 
The United States has its 
share of the world's finest and 
most renowned jewelers, Tif- 
fany ck Co. among them, but 
up through the 1950s,it was 
the jewelry manufacturers 
in Newark, N.J., and Provi- 
dence, R.I., that catered to the 
general population that really 
helped the country define it- 
self by its accessories. 
"In Newark and Provi- 
dence, jewelers made afford- 
JUSTINWALTERVAP 
This aquamarine and ruby belt buckle necklace created In 
1940 emphaiUed simplicity minus unnecessary embellishment! 
able pieces in 14-karat gold 
with small diamonds," Es- 
merian said. Pointing pencil 
case by Battin & Co. from 
the 1940s, with demantoid 
garnets set in the eyes of three 
horses crossing the finish line, 
"You can see the care taken 
even with the mass-produced 
pieces," he said. 
In one of the exhibit's 
showcases, the diamond 
bracelet former New York 
Yankees manager Joe Mc- 
Carthy commissioned for his 
wife Babe to commemorate 
World Series wins in 1937, 
1938, 1939, 1941 and 1943 
sits next to a charm brace- 
let — complete with bat and 
ball — from the Grand Rap- 
ids Chicks, one of the 1940s 
all-female teams, highlighting 
how American pastimes and 
style preferences transcended 
socio-economic groups. 
That's not to say Ameri- 
can jewelry can't be extreme- 
ly expensive, and that jewel- 
ers weren't looking to make a 
buck even then. 
Esmerian notes a series 
of rose-cut diamond ballerina 
brooches created by Van Clef 
8c Arpels after Claude Arpels 
made the connection between 
high society's love of gems 
and the ballet. 
And after the platinum 
and clear-diamond Art Deco 
period, Americans embraced 
their showier side, with the 
wealthy commissioning bright 
gold decorative pieces such as 
the two 24-karat horse-head 
sculptures by Herbert Hasel- 
tine that open the exhibit. 
Their manes of rubies, sap- 
phires, emeralds, diamonds 
and oriental pearls are any- 
thing but subtle. 
Nature is a prominent 
theme in jewelry around the 
globe, and the United States 
is no exception, especially 
when a landscape-inspired 
piece can use native Montana 
sapphires and turquoise from 
Arizona. 
"Using local stones does 
reduce the price," Esmerian 
said, "But it's also about 
pride. You want to use your 
own, and there are gems 
here." 
The jewelry exhibit is 
sponsored by the nonprofit 
National Jewelry Institute. 
It opened Aug. 20 and runs 
through Jan. 23, 2005. 
500,000 New Books 
Large Selection of Best Selling Authors 
Monday, September 6 
College Center Lawn 
(Rain Location: College Center Ballroom) 
5 p.m. - 8 p.m. 






'4.00 ■ eimrtt >•». Groin Mem) ><U0 i: CWsaay etthifernt DndGiMsM Ibnkml HJ0 
Open Today thru Sept 6 
Open Only During Scheduled Dates from 9AM-7PM Doily 





JMU Clubs and Orgs: 
A Positive Influence! 
Thousands of 
Children's Books 
from Preschool thn Young AcUt 
■dudinj board boohs, picture books, eoiry 
raiders, young adult, nonfichon ond much more. 
WbHW.VV.jU, S«if. 
byrroWi  IMfmaftbi 
Omy't.SO** 
Myth & Mankind Series 
bflimUi 





■* "**" ^Amfkm « world history, sociology, 
fiction * literature, schme & nature, rafigfa*; audh 
books, computer books, cooking, health t serf-help, 












lb bmmd Ubn ror Uk Or 
In* l*i 1 Mm* 
(ratlSJ4isi 
Our Price '6.50 




(Quontities limited, arrive wily lor best seWlion.) 
locoHd 15 minutes south ol JMU lake I B< to exit 
^.Iwnnil on Id. 682 & watch for the signs 
www.gvboolcfair.com/jmu 
BOOKFAIR 
2192GreenVolleyLn.,Mt. Crawford, VA 22841 (800)385-0099 
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Got a nice pad? 






IfyouWe got it, 
we wanna see it. 
E-mail the Variety Section 
for more information. 
breezestyle@hatmail.com 
JMU diversity under-emphasized, but improving 
BY PAUL ROBERTSON 
contributing writer 
Late at night a student 
quietly walks home from the 
library. 
Suddenly, a car quickly 
passes by, its horn blaring 
and its occupants shouting 
obscenities at him. 
The words "faggot" and 
"queer" distinctly are heard 
amidst dissonant music and 
squealing tires. 
Cigarette butts and alu- 
minum cans, tossed from the 
inside of the car, hit the fresh- 
man, coloring his white shirt 
with residual soda syrup and 
black cigarette ash. 
The freshman stops in his 
tracks as the car fades back into 
the night, the music becoming 
less and less audible. 
Senior Meghan Marville 
knows a student that this hap- 
pened to. "He was an openly 
gay person who was well-liked 
by a lot of people," Marville 
said. "I am not sure why any- 
one would have found him to 
be threatening." 
JMU does strive to make 
the university safe for mem- 
bers of the gay, lesbian, bi- 
sexual and transexual com- 
munity on campus. 
Harmony, a student-run 
organization on campus, 
meets at 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
every Tuesday in Taylor Hall. 
Harmony helps to educate 
JMU students and members 
of the Harrisonburg com- 
munity on various issues 
of homosexual concern by 
offering group participation 
in a stimulating and conver- 
sation-oriented environment. 
"Harmony's goal is to 
make the JMU community 
more aware of gay, lesbian, bi- 
sexual and transsexual issues 
by providing a fellowship for 
students and faculty to congre- 
gate and converse about mat- 
ters of homosexual concern," 
said senior Kyle Brass, educa- 
tion coordinator for Harmony. 
"We strive to promote activ- 
ism, education, support and 
social interaction." 
Despite the attempts made 
by JMU to diversify its cam- 
pus and provide a place for 
members of the gay, lesbian, 
bi-sexual and transsexual 
community to interact, some 
students believe that the JMU 
campus remains, as a whole, 
fairly homogenous. 
Regardless of whether or 
not JMU is regarded as a 
positive and open place for 
gay, lesbian, bi-sexual and 
transsexual students, at least 
it appears that something is 
finally is being done to open 
students' eyes to the diversity 
on our campus. 
And tolerance is a step in 
the right direction. 
Sundance Film Festival shuttles independent films into daylight, mainstream 
BY DAVID GERMAIN 
Associated Press 
LOS ANGELES - Geeks, sharks, 
lovable neurotics and a fast-food 
fiend have given the Sundance Film 
Festival one of its biggest years ever 
at theaters. 
While none of the movies that 
came out of last January's festival 
approached the $140 million suc- 
cess of Sundance's all-time smash 
"The Blair Witch Project," the in- 
dependent film showcase has pro- 
duced a string of mini-hits. 
First-time filmmaker Jared Hess' 
"Napoleon Dynamite," about a 
collection of Idaho nerds finding 
their place in the world, and direc- 
tor Chris Kentis' shark nightmare 
"Open Water," based on a true 
story of a couple mistakenly left bc- 
hipd among hungry predators on a 
scuba-diving trip, both should fin- 
ish with about $30 million in do- 
mestic revenues. 
Writer-director Zach Braff's ro- 
mance "Garden State,"  in which 
he stars as an actor reuniting with 
offbeat pals during a funeral home- 
coming, has passed the $10 million 
mark with plenty of steam left. 
"Super Size Me," tracing direc- 
tor Morgan Spurlock's health dete- 
rioration on an all-McDonald's diet, 
lopped out at $11.2 million, impres- 
sive results for a documentary. 
"There's been a real blending 
of indie film and commercial pros- 
pects out of Sundance," said Steve 
Gilula, head of distribution for Fox 
Searchlight, which released "Na- 
poleon Dynamite" and "Garden 
State." "Financially, other than 
Blair Witch,' I don't think there's 
any year that compares." 
In past years, Sundance has had 
the occasional breakout hit like "In 
the Bedroom," which took in $36 
million. The best Sundance films 
more typically gross just a few mil- 
lion dollars, such as last year's "The 
Station Agent." 
Sundance also has been known 
for duds such as "Happy, Texas" 
and "Next Stop Wonderland." 
"Sundance has been a dangerous 
minefield with some high-priced, 
higher-profile flops," said Tom 
Ortcnberg, president of Lions Gate 
Films, which scored hits out of the 
Sundance this year on "Open Wa- 
ter." "This year, all of the higher- 
priced acquisitions seem to be pan- 
ning out nicely." 
A combination of factors have 
contributed to the popularity of in- 
die films. More small distributors 
have emerged, with some players 
willing to put up cash to market and 
widely release niche movies. 
Many independent filmmak- 
ers have moved from an esoteric 
art-house sensibility toward main- 
stream tastes. And audiences have 
a growing appetite for something 
beyond the usual Hollywood offer- 
ings, said Sundance festival chief 
Geoffrey Gilmore. 
"I do think the independent 
film audience is maturing," Gilm- 
ore said. "People are interested in 
things that aren't fitting into the 
formulaic studio mold." 
AARON RUELLA/- 
Director Jared Hess debuted with "Napoleon Dynamite.'" a film about a 
group of nerda from Idaho who attempt to find their calling. 
University Eyecare 
Dr. Franklin A. Cerrone, O.D. 
Comprehensive Eye Exams • Treatment & Management of Eye Disease 
Contact Lens Evaluations • Refractive Laser Surgery Management 
Walk-ins Welcome 
10% Discount on professional service and eyewear 
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card 
Located next to Wal-Mart 
in Harrisonburg Crossing 
(540)433-7341 
Hours: 
Mon & Fn 9 - 6 
T - Th 9 - 5 
Sal 9   3 
GR&ND 
Home Furnishings 
AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION 
(Quality Items For Your 
Home Including 
• Living Room 




• Outdoor Furniture 
• Accessories 
• And More  
2080 EVELYN BYRD AVE 






8ervlc« to all ma|or alrporta 
Wheelchair accessible vehicles 
Prompt, Courteous Service 
24 Hours a day. 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available 
Your ^d tfere 
International Week is Coming 
September 25th - October 2nd 
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o Shop the largest selection of used textbooks 
o Search for books by course number 
o One-stop for all your course books and materials 
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Dukes ready for LHU 
JMU starts the 2004 season at home 
Saturday night against the Lock 
Haven Eagles. 
Se* story below SPORTS 
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"[Alissa] sets high standards for 
herself and finds a way to achieve 
her goals." 
ANTOINETTE LUCAS 
field hockey coach 




Dukes gear up for Eagles 
rat PHOTO 
Junior goalkeeper Jessica 
Hussey's earned conference 
player of the week honors. 
Hussey named 
CAA player 
of the week 
Junior goalkeeper Jessica 
Hussey was named the Colonial 
Athletic Association's women's 
soccer Playct of the Week for 
the week ending Aug. 29. 
The Kanata, Ontario, 
native finished the week with 
eight saves and earned the 12* 
shutout of her career in JMU's 
1-0 win over Richmond. 
In Sunday's 3-2 overtime vic- 
tory over USC, she allowed only 
one goal from field play. The 
other came on a penalty kkk. 
Hussey also becomes the 
fourth player in JMU history 
to record 200 saves in a career. 
Now, her total stands at 203 
going into Saturday's game 
against the SEC's University 
of Alabama in the JMU/ 
Comfort Inn Invitational. 
Game time is 1:30 p.m. 
— from staff reports Red-shirt sophomore running back Atvtn Banks (No. 1) ami the Dukes will take on the Lock Haven Eagles Saturday night. 
BY MATTHEW STOSS 
assistant sports editor 
Opening day finally is 
here. JMU football returns 
to Zane Showker Field 
at Bridge-forth Stadium 
Saturday when the Dukes 
take on the Eagles of Lock 
Haven University at 6 p.m. 
"[The team] is ready to 
play someone other than them- 
selves," coach Mickey Matthews 
said. "Four weeks of competing 
against your buddy in preseason, 
you're ready to play someone 
you don't know." 
While this will be the 
Dukes' first game, Lock Haven 
will be going after its second 
win this season. 
The Eagles opened their 
2004 campaign last Saturday 
with a 35-19 win over 
Cheyney University. It was 
Lock Haven's first season- 
opening victory since 1992. 
Last season. Lock Haven 
finished 3-8 overall, and 2-7 
in the Division II Pennsylvania 
Slate Athletic Conference, with 
its lone out-of-conference game 
coming against the Atlantic 
10's newest football member, 
Towson University. The Tigers 
beat the Eagles 50-19. 
Saturday will be the third 
time that JMU has met Lock 
Haven in a season opener. The 
previous two came in 1993 
and 2000. The Dukes won 
both games handily. 
set LHU, page I« 
FIELD HOCKEY 
Santanna strives to succeed on, off field 
Captain values academic, athletic achievements 
BY JEFF TOMIK 
staff writer 
The end, Alissa Santanna 
said, couldn't have been more 
perfect. 
"1 dribbled the ball 
toward VCU's goal and 
could hear a teammate 
coming up behind me," she 
said. "We had a two on one 
with the keeper. From there 
it all just happened so fast; I 
shot the ball, the goalie saved 
it and my teammate batted in 
the rebound. I immediately 
started crying." 
As the last game of the 
season, the team's overtime 
victory against VCU last year 
was Santanna's favorite field 
hockey moment yet. 
The red-shirt senior 
enters this season upbeat 
and positive about the 
team's outlook and ready 
to create more lasting field 
hockey memories. 
"We have a tough 
schedule and every single 
opponent on it will be a 
challenge," Santanna said. 
"But our team has worked 
harder than any JMU team 
I have been a part of, and I 
have no doubt we have it in 
us to win the CAA." 
Santanna was selected to 
return as team co-captain for 
the Dukes. 
"Alissa stands out on the 
team through leadership 
because she is always 
willing to do what it takes 
to be the best," senior 
forward Heidi Beck said. 
Santanna was the second- 
leading scorer for the Dukes last 
season with six goals and tied 
for second in points with seven. 
"Santanna       has       been 
outstanding with attention to 
detail," coach Antoinette Lucas 
said. "She keeps the team going 
in the right direction and, in 
her fifth year; she knows what 
it takes to win." 
Santanna has played 
field hockey since high 
school where she won the 
1998 state AAA champion- 
ship while attending Lower 
Dauphin High School in 
Hummelstown, Pa. She also 
was selected as a first team 
All-American as a senior. 
Santanna has received a 
number of collegiate academic 
awards as well, including the 
Conference Commissioner's 
Academic   Award  and JMU 
Verizon Scholar Athlete. 
Santanna has been a 
poster-girl for balancing her 
athletics and academics, but 
it hasn't been easy. 
"Some people don't real- 
ize what it takes to be a stu- 
dent and full-time athlete," 
Santanna said. "Weekends on 
the road, hours of practice, 
meetings and sacrificing a lot 
of your social life for a com- 
mitment to your sport." 
Whether it is academics or 
athletics, Santanna challenges 
herself to succeed. 
"|Alissa| sets high stan- 
dards for herself, and finds 
a way to achieve her goals," 
Lucas said.   "She finds a way 
to excel al whatever she does 
and has the humor to laugh at 
herself if she gets too serious." 
It is Santanna's work ethic 
and leadership that have caught 
the eye of many teammates. 
"It doesn't make a difference 
to Alissa whether we are 
playing in a game, practicing, 
doing a conditioning workout 
or lifting, she always gives 100 
percent, sophomore defender 
Nadinc Bradley said. 
Santanna said, "I hope that 
my heart, work ethic and desire 
to win rub off on everyone on 
the team. I am far from perfect, 
but I hope I can show that all 
you can do is try your best and 
no one can ever ask for more." 
Dukes to have landmark 2004 football season 
FILE PHOTO 
Red-shirt senior quarterback Matt LeZotte throw* a pass during 
camp. LeZotte Is one of 10 returning •tarter* on offense. 
Two weeks ago, I came into The 
Breeze office and found a fax from 
the Atlantic 10 Conference on my 
desk. It was a Division I-AA pre- 
season top-25 press release. What I 
saw nearly drove me to vehemently 
attack that fax machine in a way 
that would make the starring cast of 
"Office Space" proud. 
Five A-10 teams were ranked in 
the nation's top-25, but JMU wasn't 
one of them. Despite returning 18 
starters from the 2003 team, includ- 
ing a potent offensive backfield, the 
Dukes didn't garner a single vote. 
Believe me, I checked ESPN.com 
just to make sure. 
There's a reason why the voters 
spurned JMU. The Dukes haven't 
had a winning season in four years, 
and playing in arguably the toughest 
conference in I-AA doesn't make the 
road to the top easy. 
However, much to the surprise of 
those top-25 voters, this season will 
bring change. It's time for JMU to 
return to the top of the A-10, and they 
will. You can take that to the bank. 
There's a buzz around campus 
— and it's coming from Bridgeforth 
Stadium. I'm not talking about the 
marching band, or all the talk about 
that new scoreboard that's bigger 
than my residence hall. The buzz is 
about this football team. 
You heard me right, the 2004 JMU 
Dukes. 
I can't wait to see the look 
on the faces of opposing defen- 
sive coordinators as Jeff Durden's 
new offense racks 
up first downs like 
Barry Bonds swats 
homcruns. I can't 
wait to see Matt 
LeZotte treat Lock 
Haven like a Pop 
Warner team this 
weekend. I can't 
wait until Justin 
Rascati shows all 
of us why he was a 
D 1-A caliber quar- 
terback coming out 
of high school. 
I can't wait for the bleachers 
at Bridgeforth to start erupting into 
chants of "Banks for Heisman" again. 
If those voters think the Dukes 
lack offensive explosiveness, they 
should take a look at Tahir Hinds, 
who looked as big and as strong 
as Keyshawn Johnson running pass 
routes this preseason. Or maybe they 
JAMES 
IRWIN 
should familiarize themselves with a 
speedy freshman wide receiver by the 
name of L.C. Baker. 
If those voters think the Dukes 
don't have the leadership to com- 
pete, they should look no farther 
than the offensive line, which returns 
every starter from 2003 and will be 
anchored by one of the best centers in 
the conference, Leon Steinfeld. 
If those voters don't think the 
Dukes have a good enough secondary, 
they should tell that to Clint Kent and 
Cortez Thompson, who combined for 
six interceptions in 2003. 
JMU has a deep football team with 
veteran players at nearly every posi- 
tion. In a sport where talent means 
everything and experience means even 
more, the Dukes are coming to the 
table with pocket aces. 
And so, as the marching band 
tunes up, as the Student Duke Club 
recruits more members and those 
"Purple Out" T-shirts begin to cir- 
culate around campus again, we all 
know what time it is. 
Are you ready for some football? 
I know I am. 
fames Irwin is a sophomore 
SMAD ma/or with visions of JMU in 
the playoffs this season. 
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LHU: Dukes look 
to ground Eagles 
in season opener 
LHU. from fmgeV 
In '93, JMU won 55-3 
and in '00, the final tally 
was 72-0. 
Despite Lock Haven's less- 
er division affiliation and poor 
history against JMU, the Dukes 
are looking at Saturday's con- 
test as the team would with 
any other opponent. 
"Football is different from 
a lot of other sports," Mat- 
thews said. "You only get to 
play 11 games, as opposed 
to something like basketball 
[that plays an average of 30 
games a season]. And whether 
you're playing Lock Haven or 
West Virginia, you're going to 
have to execute and do things 
right." 
However, the Dukes are 
going in with confidence. 
"We're going to win the game, 
obviously," Matthews said. 
He added later, "Our 
team speed is greater, but we 
have more team speed than a 
lot of other I-AA teams." 
Throughout preseason 
practices, positional competi- 
tion has pervaded and Mat- 
thews will use Saturday's game 
as a measuring stick. 
"We have some hotly 
contested positions, and 
some positions are still up 
for grabs. We are going to 
use [this game] to evaluate 
those jobs," he said. 
The most notable has 
been at quarterback where 
the incumbent, red-shirt se- 
nior Man LeZotte, is battling 
to keep his job from red-shirt 
sophomore Justin Rascati. 
The decision-making pro- 
cess, however, has been stalled 
by Rascati's health. The transfer 
from the University of Louisville 
had arm problems and didn't 
throw for eight days, which al- 
lowed LeZotte to take most of 
the snaps in practice. Freshman 
Rodney Landers took the re- 
mainder of the reps. 
"I'd | like to name a guy 
today," Matthews said. "But 
we're going to be fair. We 









As far as scouting and 
knowing what to expect from 
visiting Lock Haven, the JMU 
coaching staff has done a bit 
of homework. 
"We've watched some tape 
and they have some tough 
players," Matthews said. "Ev- 
eryone can get 11 players and 
we're going to have to play 
well, but it's the depth that 
makes the difference." 
Lock Haven's top per- 
formers from a week ago were 
senior running back Maurice 
Walker, who rushed for 177 
yards on 24 attempts, aver- 
aging 7.4 yards a carry and 
scoring two touchdowns. 
Defensively, Lock Haven 
was led by senior free safety 
Will Jones. He paced the Eagles 
with 10 tackles, five of which 
were unassisted. 
WbJk 
n i J              t 
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Lock Haven                     JMU 
Louisville   Louisville  Louisville   Kentucky   Kentucky 
Florida State               Miami (FL) • 
Michigan    Michigan  Michigan Miami (OH) Michigan 
Notre Dame            Brigham Young 
Welcome to week one, of Picks of the Week, one of the most miserable layout endeavors I have taken 
part in since I have been assistant sports editor of The Breeze. Unfortunately, there are no pro games to 
Sick this week as the NFL still is in preseason (season starts Sept. 9) so the competitors are relegated to 
e world of collegiate football. It seems the sports editors think alike, as Jim and I are perfectly congru- 
ent. However, the ladies have provided a bit of variety in their choices. The biggest upset pick definitely 
belongs to Kelly "Manhattan" Jasper who chose the Redhawks to vanquish the Wolverines in Ann Arbor. 
and be kmowii. 




students & fa 
Cowe fheckoU out oft"Counge 
Specials Monday-Friday from 
Win*25,< iii 
for grad school! 
Enter to win the Kaplan Gets You In. 
And Pays Your Way 
Haw do I ontar? 
visit kaptMt.com/2Bk 
■f 
One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year 
of law, business, graduate, medical or dental school. 
Whore Is tho dnrwtn»J? 
The winner will be selected on January 12, 2005 and will be 
notified by mail/email Immediately following the drawing. 
KAPLAN 
1-800  KAP-TEST 
kaptest.com/25k 
BJBJOr ^ 
I ari¥i bn Tan 
Back to School Special! 
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I  Buy 5 tans for 
I $10 I $20 
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10-8 p.m. Sat. 
12-8 p.m. Sun. 
Early Bird Special! 
Buy a single session half price 
before noon! 
Includes basic, super, and cyber beds. 
Food Lion Harrisonburg Crossing 
i   .   Shopping Center Shopping Center 
-*<•    433-9989 438-9989 
Accepting FLEX 5 
vl- 
i 
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TOR RENT 
ORAD STUDENT HOUSING Wiuun 
bilking dulance lo JMl. and idtopptnf 1 
level Irsftflabouse. furnished. 4 bedroom, 
2 but*. sparkling clan. AC. duBwuho. 
microwave, laundry Non-imoking. no 
pen. $900.00 month. Individual leases. 
( ill HlfcOTOor email pa,nlrr^,,lmtdml 
RESPONSIBLE ROOMA11 wanted lor 
it houae cloac to campus $415(bills inc) 
i Set. dw. ($401 438-7608. 
RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE wanted 
fof a houae off Sunrise Ave. near 
caiapr*. $300/mon      (757)  615-1898. 
( H*I| abroad Spring Semester? 
Use The Breeze classrhed ada to fill 
yotar vacancy! 
It's never loo early, so go online so place 
your ad today! 
www.lhe breeze Jtr/r 
SPRING SUBLEASE Sublease available 
for Spring semester 2005. Back bedroom 
in nice Southviru apartment w private 
bathroom and walk-in closet. Ethernet. 
nble. and phone included! $.131/ 
monuVneg.)   Sarah    804-267-0626   or 
HUNTERS RIDGE Furnished with 
phone.»240/bedroom Call 70 3-727-4128 
URGE I BR. ccancueu location, W 
D. no pets, $450. (540)433-1569 
SOUTHVIEW SUBLET available now 
Cable, ethernet. A/ C. phew. Private 
room and bath. Call Jim. 434-980-7751 
or 1540) W.7-9669  
FOR SALE 
PORSCHE 1987 Porsche 924S Fresh 
top end. A wolf in sheep's clothing See 
il Knapi Car Scrviie. MN N Mam 
IJINI 111 SI IASOIAUr.k&4IVWeJ 
swivel chain (S10000) Sofa * love seat 
(Cargo type) $150.00.   (540)234-8174 
PARKING SERVICES ia currently 
seeking students interested in working for 
the student enforcement program. Apply 
on the web at www.jmu edu parting, or in 
person at our office located on the ground 
level of the parking deck. Call 568-6105, 
or e-mail /mypariiiigl0O4@kotmall com 
for additional information 
GYMNASNC s INSIRIi   IIIKS 
needed     at      Skyline     Gymnastics 
Classes at JMU Call (540) 433-3427 
BARTENDING! $2S0'day Potential No 
experience necessary Training provided. 
(800) 965-6520 Ext 212 
GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR 
Hamsonburg Parks A Recreation is 
looking for gymnastics ■ssUf,'«Un for its 
recreational gymnastics raw. Classes 
meet Monday a\ Wedneaday arsernoona. 
Call (540) 433-9168 
Look for new features 
coming soon when you visit 
The Breeze on the web! 
www.lhebrtezt.orf 
DANCE INSTRUCTOR Hamsonburg 
Parks A Recreation is seeking pan time 
entry-level dance instructors (or children 
3-12 years old. Must have experience in 
ballet, tap and jazz Call (540)433-9168. 
DANCERS~ " WNTED "" for~ "local 
gentlemen's club. Excellent 
opportunity to make up to $1,000 a 
week. Call Kevin at (540) 271-2345. 
SEEKING EXPERIENCED DJS 
Call Mike. afternoons evenings 
(540)442-9097. 
KANDYPIHSIIS with carpentry skill) 
Competitive pay. Your hours. 568-3068. 
GROUP HOME Seeks reliable, canng 
Pan-time and Full-time Aides Flexible 
scheduling. Requires high school 
diploma and acceptable driving record. 
(540) 879-2655 
WAITRESS. JESS' LUNCH 2 All Shifts. 
Apply within between 11 am to 2 p.m. 
INTERIOR PAINTER Experience 
Required, Competitive Pay. Your Hours. 
Call 568-3068  
TAKING ONLINE SURVEYS MAKES 
YOU $75' www GelPalJToThmjLcom 
STUDENTS TO HELP on hone farm in 
exchange for lessons A nding privileges 
30 mm from JMU Opportunity to show 
and foxhunt. Flexible hn. Exptt-itaoa 
required 828-122) for infocnxejiosi. 
YOUR AD HERE 
561.6127   tMfJJ—J 
AIRBRUSH TATTOO ARTIST 
and Recreational Entertainment 
SUIT wanted for Fall' Winter 2004 
Season. Moat Positions available at 
Maaanutvm Resort locations $7/ hr 
»~w.«ii»r«i««ey.co»i or (540) 607-6670. 
SURFS UP!" RoboSurf Staff wanted 
far Fall/ Winter 2004 season. $7/ In- 
to Stan. For more information visit 
Mw-wmurvol/ry.com or call 
(540)607-6670. 
RECREATIONAL DANCE 
ASSISTANTS Mist Valley is currently 
seeking ballroom and swing dance 
instructional assistants and family 
dance night staff For more information 
visit wwwmurvo/irv com or call 
(540) 607-6670 
Stixual Aaasult Prevention 
Ofrkc of Sexual Asaauh Pievcnuon 
SacfOfl group for survivors of sexual assault 
aad dald aexisal abate as bsssssant, Passat 
coaaaaCtaiabs. Iwasrstcal or Lasts (boy. 
rfhvl for rafc rrtardrai bane. day. and loca- 
noc The group providaa a ash. I lltaHialill 
eaviiiiaaaaal lo Mttte esparatnees. 
SPRING BREAK 2005 Travel 
with STS. America's a I Student 
Tour Operator to Jamaica. Cancun, 
Acapulco. Bahamas and Florida 
Now hinng on-csmpus reps. Call 
for group discounts Information/ 
Reservations I Ml Ml fa». 
WWT* slifriivc/1 om 
TRAVEL FOR THE HOLIDAYS using 
CollegeTrsnsit from the JMU campus 
to locations in NY, NJ, CT, PA, MA and 
MD (BW1 Airport) Visit our website at 
www.colUgtHiMail.com today! 
HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS 30 
mm south of JMU. $25/hour. 828-3223 
to schedule 
OUITAR LESSONS Begmnat ~"D> 
Intermediate Most styles. Theory, 
tongwnting. playing by ear. Competetive 
Rates   Call   Greg     (540)  433-6468 
Spring B,rak2M«r„.len,e: 
Flad a tour prtce! 
losrast mcest-ae meals holts* parbss 
rtovscsrrJindsaxStrie1 lleinorac* asm tree 




You could be doing this online. 
www.thebreeze.org/classifieds 
fiadies. ..ekekoutwnew Vmaltdhtists! 
Store Locations: 




All Vim is Horn open Munda) -Saturday 9 to 7, 
Sunday ruxsl to 6. Kiosks open during trguUt mall huun 
OPEN SUNDAY 







Aboavilkhkthroughauthortz«iigrnts SimnduhOr*.*Store 6522003• ICIJOWWifiiMS M2-6766 
•IftttWn Brotfiay.47H24e*V*yMoU.i Bwdw, 996-3473• CW S«o V*=^ v^ Mai *334£0 
•Wi^C^srficiW.ViliyMrf 433-0900 
Contact i Busmen (nmnwrtabofb KfpmoiuOw by riling S40-476O9W. 
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200 South Ave Hamsonburg, VA 
to HOURS 
Tues -Thurs: 
12 Noon - 8 p.m. 
Fri - Sat: 
12 Noon -10 p.m. 
Sun - Mon: 
Call for hours. 
Piercing not available. 
'   V l 
w 
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pony's 1^ 
t^ouch Pi^       college Students: 
Everyday Special 
Now 2 locations 
to serve you! 
540 432 0200 
1762 South Main Street 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Any 12 sub 
w/fries & drink 
$4.99 










WITH GREAT FALL CLOTHES. 
FABULOUS SHOES & LABOR 
DAY SAVINGS THIS SATURDAY, 
SUNDAY, AND MONDAY ONLY. 
Live, Love, & Be Fabulous 
(In Hfctoflc Downtown Staunton) 
7EtfeverleySt • 540-686-8666 
Hours: Mon-Sat: 10am-9pm 
Sun: 12noon-6pm 
WMW.kacky-p.oom 
 , — 
! 
sUtufoaL 
Flirfiiilinal Cm whh i n»»d Ta»ck 







Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, F ACOG 
Evan V. Forsnes, MD, F ACOG 
Martha A. Jones, CNM, MS 
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS 
Donna L. Schminkey, CNM, MPH 
Ann M. Schaef fer, CNM, MED 
119 University Blvd., Suite B 
Harrisonbuig, VA 22801-3753 
Office (540) 438-1314 
Toll Free (877) 438-1314 
Fax (540) 438-0797 
www.swhc.net 
Don't you wish 
you could still enjoy 
the warm weather? 
Maybe next year... 
1191 Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 
432-1001 
Plan ahead and beat the rush 
for 
a 
